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For categories with a generator, we prove that (a) totality is equivalent to 
solidness over w (for some cardinal n). and that (b) two natural concepts of co- 
wellpoweredness coincide. For (b), a set-theoretic assumption is needed which turns 
out to be actually equivalent to the validity of (b). Well-presentable categories, i.e., 
total categories with a dense generator, are also investigated; they coincide with the 
locally presentable categories under another set-theoretic assumption, the Vopenka 
principle. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that many “everyday” categories & are tot&, that is, the 
Yoneda embedding & -+ & &slop is a (right) adjoint (cf. [16]). Totality 
bears a number of important consequences, such as completeness, eocom- 
pleteness, existence of large intersections, etc. ow does one recognize a 
given category &’ to be total? The most convenient method is to find a 
solid functor U: .d --+ 95 into a total category X-this implies that S# is 
total as well; see [lS, 61. Recall that solid (or semi-topological) functors 
are faithful adjoints, and the converse holds whenever JS’ is ~o~om~~ete and 
co-wellpowered; then every faithful adjoint on A-& is solid [17]. 
prove such a statement under the (more natural) assumptio 
total (Theorem II.2). The following equivalences can be deriv 
thcsrcm (see 11.3, 111.5, and III.10): 
* Par-tial support by NSERC (Canada) is gratefully acknowledged. 
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total + generator o solid over & 
total + regular generator o reflective in GT (T a monad), 
total + dense generator e reflective in $J’ (r a ranked monad); 
here, as in [S], & denotes the category Set” for some cardinal n. 
Categories of the last type are called well-presentable here, a concept some- 
what weaker than local presentability in the sense of Gabriel and 
Ulmer [S]. In fact, the question whether the two concepts are equivalent 
is undecidable since it depends on set theory: by the results given in [14] 
the answer is positive if and only if Vope’nka’s principle (a large cardinal 
principle, see [ 111) holds. 
To our surprise, another undecidable question is whether weak co- 
wellpoweredness in the sense of [3] (that is, the non-existence of long 
chains generated by regular epis) is equivalent to co-wellpoweredness w.r.t. 
strong epis or even extremal epis. For categories with a generator and 
connected colimits, we prove that these concepts coincide if and only if the 
universe is weakly compact, i.e., if every large tree with small levels has a 
large branch (Theorem 1.4). 
Finally, we present a solid functor U: ~2 -+ 57 with X total (in fact, 
locally presentable) such that the induced monadic functor S’ + X fails to 
be solid, for the reason that 3” is not total, not even cocomplete (cf. 11.6). 
We work within the usual Giidel-Bernays-von Neumann set theory, 
distinguishing (small) sets and classes. Except for the illegitimate category 
&Fop which we form just for convenience of notation, all categories are 
assunzed to have small horn’s, and their objects form a class. 
I. WEAK CO-WELLPOWEREDNESS 
1.1. In this section we discuss various concepts of co-wellpowered 
category in the presence of a generator. By a generator of a category d we 
mean, as usual, a (small) set 59 of objects in d such that any two 
morphisms h, h’: A + B in LZ! are equal whenever hx = h’x holds for all 
x: G + A, GE 9; this means that the functor 
u: d + &t”, A +-+ (d(G, A))cEg 
is faithful. If & has coproducts, this is equivalent to saying that every 
d-object A is a quotient of a coproduct of %-objects; or, more specifically, 
that the canonical morphism 
8,: LI IJ Gf+ A, G,= G 
GE+? f:G-.4 
is an epi. 
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I.2. Recall from [3] that a category d is said to be ireair.!! cs 
welipowered if it has no large chains generated by regular epis, i.e., there 
exists no chain E: QrJ + d such that, for every ordinal i, Ej -+ Ez + : is z 
proper regular epi, and for every limit ordinal i, Ej = coliml,iE,. A general 
result in which weak co-wellpoweredness plays an essential role is quoted 
below: see 111.1. 
It is obvious that a category is weakly c~-.~el~po~~ere 
co-wellpowered 
(a) w.r.t. strong epis (i.e., epis with the diagonal fill-in property w.r 7. 
monos ), 
(b) w.r.t. extremal epis (i.e., epis which do not factor I 
subobjects of their codomain). 
In fact, one clearly has the implications 
composite of regular epis * strong epi * extremal epi, 
and the latter implication is an equivalence whenever the category either 
‘has pullbacks or has coequalizers and large coimersections of strong epis, 
I.3, For the next theorem we shall require a certain property of the 
universe (the class of all [small] sets), and then prove that the requirement 
is indeed necessary. Recall that a tree is a poset with a least element (its 
TOO;) such that, for every element x, the set of all predecessors of x is 
well-ordered; we say that x is of Eeoel i if i is the ordinal type of the above 
well-ordered set. Any well-ordered subset of a tree is called a b~~!l. 
Observe that a large tree has small leveis iff every element has only a set 
of immediate successors. 
The famous Konig’s lemma asserts that an infinite tree with finite levels 
as an infinite branch. This means precisely that 
ore generally, a strongly inaccessible cardinal z is weakly conzpar: 
if every tree on CI elements with all levels of cardinality less than GY has a 
branch of cardinality &. For example, every measurable cardinal is weakly 
compact; on the other hand, every weakly compact cardinal x is larger 
than x strongly inaccessible cardinals. The latter shows that the non- 
existence of weakly compact cardinals is consistent with set theory. Their 
existence, however, cannot be proved (but is weaker than the existence of 
measurable cardinals): see [7] for facts concernmg weak compactness. 
All we need below. is the property that the universe is weakly compact. 
that is, every large tree with small levels has a large branch. 
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1.4. THEOREM. Assume that the universe is weakly compact. Then, for 
every category ~4 nith connected colimits and a generator, the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) d is weakly co-wellpowered, 
(ii) d is co-wellpowered w.r.t. strong epis, 
(iii) & is co-wellpowered w.r.t. extremal epis. 
Remark. The hypotheses on d can be somewhat relaxed: instead of 
connected colimits, it is sufficient to assume that d have coequalizers and 
small cointersections of strong epis; instead of the existence of a generator 
we may just assume that d is co-wellpowered w.r.t. regular epis (which 
follows from the existence of a generator, see 16N in [lo], and is a 
necessary consequence of both (ii) and (iii)). 
Proof of 1.4. (iii) 3 (ii)*(i) is clear. To prove (i) = (iii), we can 
assume w.1.o.g. that G! is skeletal, and we must show that every d-object 
A admits only a set of extremal quotients. For that, let T be the tree of all 
sequences (ei)iCsr, c( ordinal, such that 
(a) every ej is a proper regular epi, 
(b) the domain of e, is A, 
(c) the domain of ei+ i is the codomain of ej (i < a), 
(d) for every limit ordinal i < CI, the domain of ei is the colimit of the 
chain generated by ej, j< i. 
The ordering on T is by restriction, i.e., 
(ejh<a6(e~)j,B-aGB and ei = e: for i<cl. 
It is clear that T is a tree with root @ (the sequence indexed by 0), and 
with the immediate successors of an element (ei)i<a corresponding to all 
proper regular quotients of colimi,. I. e. Since d is skeletal and, due to the 
existence of a generator, co-wellpowered w.r.t. regular epis, every element 
has a set of immediate successors. Therefore, T has small levels. However, 
T has no large branch, due to the weak co-wellpoweredness of &‘. Since the 
universe is assumed to be weakly compact, this is only possible when T is 
small. 
To conclude the proof it suffices to define a surjective map c of T onto 
the class of extremal quotients of A: c assigns to (ei)i<a the (long) composi- 
tion of all e;s (which clearly is an extremal epi), and to 0 the morphism 
id,. Surjectivity of c follows from the more general fact that every 
morphism f: A -+ B admits a decomposition f = f, . c(e,), < 1 in T and f, a 
mono; this can be constructed inductively: 
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(0) putf=f,. 
(1 j if -6 is not yet a monomorphism, let ei be the coequalizer of any 
two morphisms p, q with fjp #f,q, and let f;, i be the unique morphism 
with .f, + 1 ~ ei =J~i; otherwise stop, putting x = i; 
(2) for a limit ordinal i, let f, be the morphism induced by .:k, X CI i. 
through the colimit property of (eX-jk < i. 
This process stops since .&’ is weakly co-wellpowered, 
R~P?QD%. Notice that the decomposition above gives the jsrrong epi, 
mono) factorization of a morphism f: 
1.5. THEOREM. If the unicerse is not weakly cor~7pacf, then there e.xists I: 
:I eirkld~~ co-wellpowered category with connected co!fmits asd a ge~le.mror 
:iAich in not co-wellpowered w.r.t. strong epis. 
BIYX$ By hypothesis, we have a large tree T with small Ievefs and smaii 
branches. The branches of T may be assumed TV have small joins since, 
otherwise, one may simply adjoin the missing joins-neither &As nor 
branches would be made large this way. Let T* be the partially ordered 
class obtained from T by adding a largest element 1; the root of T will be 
denoted by 0. We consider T” as a category in the usual sense, with 
morphisms fYY : x -+ J.’ for .Y, J E T *, , Y < ~3. Let d be the category e~te~~di~g 
T* as follows: the objects of ;01 are those of T*, and for every triple 
.I-, y3 z E T with x < z and ~7 an immediate successor of x, one ad 
morphism 
with the composition law 
fr,, g,.z = I 
if z=sandj,dz’ 
otherwise. 
We claim that d has the desired properties, 
First observe that the pair fox, g,,,: 0 -+ x has coequalizer &),I x -+ ,Y (for 
etfery x E T and every immediate successor )’ of x:), whereas the morphism 
with codomain 1 is the coequalizer of any other parallel pair of distinct 
morphisms. Consequently, the (non-identical) regular epimorphisms of d 
are precisely the above morphismsf.YJ and the morphisms with codomain 1. 
Consequently, since T has small branches, d is weakly co-wellpowered. 
d has connected limits: since T* is a large-complete lattice, consider the 
meet of all codomains of compatible sinks of a given connected diagram, 
d has a generator: 0. 
For every element x E T the morphism f&: 0 -+ x is a iong composition 
of regular epimorphisms (of the form fZZ with a’ an immediate successor 
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of z), hence a strong epimorphism. Consequently, 0 has a proper class of 
(non-equivalent) strong quotients. 1 
1.6. COROLLARY. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) The universe is weakly compact. 
(ii) Weak co-wellpoweredness implies co-wellpoweredness w7.r.t. strong 
epis, in all categories with connected colimits and a generator. 
II. TOTALITY VERSUS SOLIDNESS 
11.1. Let U: ~2 -+ 9’ be a faithful functor. Recall that U is said to be 
solid ( = semi-topological) if every U-structured sink (a,: UA, -+ X)j, I 
(I may be empty or a proper class) has a semi-final ift, that is, a pair (B, b) 
consisting of an d-object B and an SF-morphism b: X+ UB such that 
(1) each b . a, carries a morphism Ai --f B in ~2 (i E I), 
(2) (B, b) is universal w.r.t. (l), i.e., for every pair (B’, b’), where 
b’: X+ UB’ has the property that each b’ . aj carries an d-morphism, there 
exists a unique &-morphism h: B + B’ with 6’ = Uh . b. 
We say that G! is solid over 3 if there is a solid functor & +X. A solid 
functor is always faithful and (right-) adjoint; the converse is true for .& 
total: 
11.2. THEOREM. Every faithful adjoint defined on a total category is solid. 
ProoJ Let ~2 be total, let U: d -+ S be a faithful functor with an 
adjoint situation (y, E): F--l U, and let Y= (ai: UA,+X)i,, be a struc- 
tured sink. Denote by H: dop +&t the subfunctor of the horn-functor 
X( U-, UFX) defined by 
HA={f:UA+UFXIf=Ugforg:A+FXin&,or 
f='lx. ai.Ugforg:A-+AiindandiEZ}. 
Let = be the least congruence on H with 
ylx. ai. u&A;= UFai for all i E Z. 
Thus the canonical natural transformation /?: H+ H/E is universal w.r.t. 
the property that 
P~~‘~~(~~.ai.U&a,)=P~-ua~(uFai) for all iE Z. (*I 
We shall now show that a universal arrow for HE I&AOPI w.r.t. the Yoneda 
embedding Y of ~4 (which exists by totality of SS!) gives a semi-final ift of 
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the sink 9. To do so, we shall exhibit a natural one-to-one correspondence 
between pairs (B, b), where b: X--+ UB has the hfting property (i.e., each 
b. aj carries an &-morpism), and natural transformations /?: H-t .&(-. B) 
with a kernel coarser than E. 
More precisely, let .B be the full subcategory of the comma-category 
Xi CT of pairs (B, 6) with the lifting property above, and let % be the fuh 
subcategory of the comma-category fll Y of natural transformations 8 
with (* ); we shall define an isomorphism @,: (8 -+ 93 as 
with b = L7i3P.Y(id,.,) Q: X-+ LIB 
(observe that H(FX) contains id C.FX). To prove the lifting proper-l-y, we 
shall verify that 
b,a,= W.,;(u~,~ui) for all i E I. 
In fact, 
b.ai= U,G,(id,,,)‘qx.ci 
[ naturality of ? ] 
[naturality of /3] 
[(* )I 
[naturahty of ,$I 
Thus, @ is well-defined on objects; morphisms are mapped identically. 
Next we define a functor ‘v: .3 + % which will turn out to be inverse to 
CD. For every B-object (B, b) one has d-morghisms a,: AI -+ 2.3 with UZj= 
b .ai for all TV I; put !P(B, b) = (B, fi) with ,8: H-+ ~2’6, 13) defined by 
BA(f) =(f,*.‘,” if .f = Ug, g: A + FX, 
I if S = j?,Y ai ug, g: A + Ai; 
here b* = Ed. Fb corresponds to b by adjointness of C. 
First we must show that the definition of ,!I4 does not depend on the 
presentation off: certainly, f = Ug = Ug’ impiies g = g’ (Since U is faith- 
full), hence b* . g = b* . g’; next, if f = Ug = rlxI ai. UgiT then 
U(b* g) = ub* . qx. ai. ug’ = b LL~. Gig’ = u(0, g’): 
hence, b* g = ii. g’; finally, since 
U(ii,.g)=b.ai.Ug= Wb*~q.,.ai~t~g, 
for -f = ~1~. ai. Ug = y~,~. a,. Ug’ one has 2, . g = ti,. g’. 
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PA is natural in d since, for 12: A -+ A’ in ~4 and f E HA’, one either has 
f = Ug, in which case 
or f = ‘lx. ai. Ug, in which case 
Finally, in order to see that fl satisfies (*) above, by definition of p one 
must show that ~7,. E,+ = 6* . Fai holds for all iE 1; but this follows from 
U(Z,.E~,).Y]~~~~,= UGi=6.aj= Ub*.q,.a, 
= U(6* . Fa,) .qrra,. 
Therefore, Y(B, 6) is a well-defined g-object; morphisms are mapped 
identically. So its remains to show that @ and Y are inverse to each other 
on objects. Indeed, for every B-object (B, b), with ‘Y(B, b), one has 6” = 
/3,(idC;,,Y) by definition of !Y, hence 
@Y(l?, 6) = (B, UP&id,) .I?~~) = (B, Ub* .qx) = (B, 6). 
Vice versa, for every g-object (B, /I) with @(B, /3) = (B, b), one has 
6 = UP,(id,,) .qx hence 6* = fiFX(idCFx). Putting Y(B, 6) = (B, p), for 
f = Ug we conclude that 
by naturality of /I. For f = ylx. ai. Ug we use (*j to obtain that 
UP FLrAi( UFaij ~~~~~~~~ UP,,(qx.a,); hence p,(f) = PA(f) can be derived 
from 
UB,(f)= Urii. Ug 
= 6 . ai. Ug 
= U@,(id,,) -qxeais Ug 
= WBFXWLrFX) .%I ‘v,~. Ug 
= UBFL’A, (uFai).yIu,+; ug 
= UPAi(vlx.a,). ug 
= UPa(Vx.ai. Ug) 
= WA(f ). I 
An important consequence of the theorem is: 
[definition of ai] 
[definition of b] 
[naturality of ~1 
[naturality of p] 
[(*)I 
[naturality of p] 
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PlOC$ A solid category over-& inherits totality and (trivialiy) the 
existence of a generator from &t; see [lS, 61. Conversely, if the total 
(hence cocomplete) category d has a generator 9, then the canonicai 
functor .&’ -+ &t9 is a faithful adjoint; thus & is solid over Set9 by tt-?e 
preceding theorem. i 
1.4. EXAMPLE (of a total category without generator-unhke the case of 
lex-total categories; see [15]). Let L& be the category of ali pairs (X, X’i 
of sets such that there are morphisms from (X xl) to ( I’, Y’ ) only if 
X’ = Y’. in which case all functions X + Y are morphisms; composition is 
as in a. The category ~2 is obtained from .L& by formally adjoining an 
initial object I and a terminal object T. Obviously G! does not have a 
generator. but .LZI is total. In fact, the reflector of Ihe Yoneda embedding of 
.d maps WE I&F+ tG 
(a) T if there exists (Xi, 2’;) in .s& with H(X,. Xi) f; ~3 for i= 1, 2 
and X;#Xl,, 
(b) I if N(X, x’) = @ for ail (X, X’) in ,Q&, 
(c) (Z. P) if P is the only set with H(X P) i 0 for some X, with Z 
the reflection of the derived &-functor B (with A?IX= N(X: P)) w.r.t. the 
Yoneda embedding of the total category a. 
11.5. Remarks. (1) The above example improves an analogous 
example given in [6]. 
(2) Every solid functor G: SJ + f induces a monad r on L’Z~, and the 
comparison functor .& -+ 2”’ is again solid; see [U, 31. Et has been an o,pen 
problem for some time whether the monadic functor A!“* + !F must also be 
solid. Next we shall show that the answer to this question (raised by H. 
Herrlich j is negative. Of course, in any counterexample, the base category 
J cannot be & since monadic categories over & are solid. .owever, in 
our example 2” is still locally finitely presentable, in particular total, viz., :Z 
is the category $I& of graphs ( = sets with a binary relation) and their 
homomorphisms. 
K6. EXAMPLE (of a solid functor U: & --tB whose monadic factor is 
not solid). We recall the monad 5 on Gra introduced in [I] such that 
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hT is not cocomplete, hence not solid over h. For every graph 
X= (A, K) with Kc A x A, let 
F3’ = {(x, y, z) E A3 I (x, y) E K and (v, ~)EK}, 
and for every morphism f in m, let f”‘: (x, J!, Z) H (f(x), f(u), f(z)). 
One has a functor F: Gra + Gra such that the underlying set of FX 
is the power-set of x@‘, equipped with the binary relation 
((125, Y) I $3 # YG XC3’), and Ff is the map Y H f”‘( Y). Define a monad 
z=(T,1l,~)withT=id+F,~~:id + T the coproduct injection, and ,u: T2 = 
id + F+ F + id + F= T the map that merges the copies of F. It was shown 
in [ 1 ] that h’ fails to have coequalizers, thus BT + Gra is not solid. 
Now it suffices to find a full subcategory L$ of e’ such that the restric- 
tion U of GTa7 + Gra to d is solid and induces the same monad z. First 
one notices that the z-structure CC X+ FX+ X of a r-algebra (X, IX) gives, 
since @ E FX, a distinguished element a(@) E A’; d-objects are the terminal 
objects and those z-algebras for which a(@) does not lie on a path of 
length 2 in X, that is, 
da)+ (4 I!, z> for any (x, y, Z) E JV3’. 
Obviously, & contains all free z-algebras, thus U induces the monad z. 
Furthermore, A# is closed in mT under products and subalgebras. This 
implies that ~2 inherits the following properties of w’ (which hold for 
every monadic category over a locally presentable category): 
(1) ~2 is complete and wellpowered, 
(2) every small source in SZZ has an (epi, initial source) factorization. 
To finish the proof that U is solid, it suffices to extend assertion (2) to large 
sources; see [4, 91. 
For each object G= (X, a) in d denote by lG1 the cardinality of the 
underlying set of X. We shall show that every morphism f: G --f H in d 
factors through an initial subobject H* 4 H such that 
IH*l d 21G’ + N 0. (+I 
In fact, for G= (X, c() and H= (Y, /I) with X= (A,, K,) and Y= (Ai,, K,,), 
let Y’ be the subgraph of Y with underlying set -4; =f(A,). Put 
A*,=A>u {a(M) I ME(Y’)‘3)} 
and observe that the induced subgraph Y* of Y has the property that 
ME FY* implies cc(M) E Y*, 
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according to the definition of d. Thus, we obtain a subalgebra 
(Y*, a*) of H, with c1* the restriction of a. The inclusion map m: 
is an initial mono through which f factors, and clearly (+ ) holds. 
If we are now given a large source (fi: G + PjiaiE 1 in A, we may factor 
each f, as fi= mi .fi”, where mi: HT + is an initial mono with 
IHFI 6 21G1 +8,. The resulting source (fi*: G --+ ,* )ie I is essentially small 
(since the collection of d-objects H with ( + ) has a set of representatives), 
so it has the desired factorization (2). Thus also the original source has 
such a factorization. 
III. WELL-PRESENTABLE ~ZATEGORIES 
111.1. In this section we investigate totality in the 
grade&’ generators. The first concept is that of a strovzg 
generator 9 of JZ! with the property that a morphism f: A -+ B in J& is an 
isomorphism whenever 
every y: G + B, G E 9, factors uniquely as y = fx, x: G -+ A. 
Equivalently, a generator 9 is strong iff no object 
A -+ B such that all morphisms from g-objects in 
terms of the canonical functor U: ~2 
is strong iff U is conservative, i.e., 
coproducts, the following are equivalent for B small: 
(i) 9 is a strong generator of &, 
(ii) the canonical morphism &A (cf. I.1 ) is an extremal epi for every 
AE IdI, 
(iii) every d-object is an extremal quotient of a coproduct of 
g-objects. 
PROPOSITION (Cf. [S, 121). Let d be cocomplete and weakly co- 
wellpowered. Then the small 2? is a strong generator of sd if and only (feevery 
full subcategory which contains 22 and is closed under small colimits is equal 
to d. 
Examples in [2, 61 show that weak co-wellpowered~ess is an essential 
assumption on SS! in the above proposition. The following proposition is an 
immediate consequence of II.3 and 111.1: 
III.2 PROPOSITION. For every category 2~4 t~e~ol~o~i~g are e~~~vale~t: 
(i) d is total and has a strong generator, 
(ii) SS! admits a solid, conservative jknctor into 
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111.3. Remark. Unlike the stricter concepts of generator studied below, 
the existence of a strong generator does not guarantee that cocompleteness 
implies totality: examples of cocomplete categories with a strong generator 
but without a terminal object were given in [2,6]. 
111.4. Recall that a generator 99 of A is regular if a morphism f: A + B 
in d is a regular epimorphism whenever 
every J: G -+ B, G E 3, factors as 4’ =Jx, x: G + A. 
Equivalently, a generator 9 of ~2 is regular if the canonical functor 
U: d + &tg reflects regular epimorphisms. In case .SZZ has coproducts, the 
following are equivalent for 9 small: 
(i) 9 is a regular generator of &, 
(ii) the canonical morphism E.~ is a regular epimorphism for every 
AE ld[. 
Unlike the case of a (strong) generator, (ii) is not equivalent to 
(iii) every d-object is a regular quotient of a coproduct of $&objects. 
More precisely, an example given in [2] shows that (iii) is strictly weaker 
than (ii) even for total categories, provided the negation of the Vopenka 
principle holds (see III.1 1)-thus (partly) solving a problem posed in [S]. 
An example of a total category with a strong generator, but without 
regular generator, is given (without additional set-theoretic assumptions) 
in [6]. Total categories with a regular generator are characterized as 
follows: 
111.5. PROPOSITION. For every category ~2 the following are equivalent: 
(i) LZ! is total and has a regular generator, 
(ii) d is cocomplete and has a regular generator, 
(iii) ~2 admits a solidfunctor into & that reflects regular epis, 
(iv) s@’ is- equivalent to a @I rej’lective subcategory of a monadic 
category over &. 
ProoJ: The equivalence of (i) and (ii) has been established in [6], and 
(i) = (iii) follows from II.3 and 111.4. 
(iii) * (iv): Let U: & + & be azolid functor that reflects regular e@s, 
and let t be the induced monad on Set. The comparison functor SJ +&t’ 
is full and faithful (since U reflects regular epis) and an adjoint (since & 
has coequalizers), hence one has (iv). 
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(iv) =S (ii): Every monadic category over & is cocom$ete amd has 
a regular generator. Both properties are inherited by full reflective sub- 
categories 
In view of II.6 we formulate an 
III.6. OPEN PROBLEM. Does a solid fi~^anctor thae reflects regular 
epimorphisms induce a solid monadic functor? 
III.7. A set $9 of &-objects is called a dense generaroT of .r;/’ if the torte- 
sponding full subcategory 9 is dense in d. that is, every &-object A is 
canonicaily the colimit of the diagram GTl A -+ ~2’ (cf. [lj]). This is equis- 
alent to saying that the functor L$’ + sQnr, obtained by restricting ali 
horn-functors from doP to Pp, is full and faithful. 
A closely related concept is that of a coiimir-&me geuemor 53 or’ 9, 
which weakens the density property as follows: every d-object A is c 
colimit of some diagram in $2. Clearly, a colimit-dense generator need not 
be dense. owever, whether in a cocomplete category the existence of d 
colimit-dense generator is in fact equivalent to the existence of a dense 
generator depends on set theory (see III.12). In the scheme 
3 dense generator 
3 regular generator 3 colimit-dense generator 
3 strong generator 
3 generator 
the question whether implication Q is reversible is therefore undecidable. 
In the case of all other implications, the answer to such a question 5, 
negative; for 0, consider the category of topological spaces: the category 
of compact Hausdorff spaces has a regular generator, but not a colimit-dense 
one, hence 0 and @ are not reversible; for 0, there IS an example in 
[S]. Finally, under the negation of Voptnka’s principle (see III.! 1) one can 
show that there is a total category with a (finite) colimit-dense generator, 
but without a regular one; see [Z]. 
III.8. DEFINITION. A category is said to be ~eii-~~ese~~~~b~~ if it :s 
cocomplete and has a dense generator. 
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III.9 EXAMPLES. (1) Every locally presentable category [S] is well- 
presentable; the converse is discussed below (see 111.12). 
(2) Every reflective subcategory W of a well-presentable category & 
is well-presentable: apply the reflector to the objects of a dense generator 
of ~2 to obtain a dense generator of .B. 
(3) For every ranked monad r over & (i.e., a monad preserving 
m-filtered colimits for some m > K,), the Glenberg-Moore category is well- 
presentable. 
These categories can also be described as categories of many-sorted 
algebras. Recall that for a set Z (of sorts), a t??pe of Z-sorted algebras is a 
set ,J5 (of operation symbols) together with an arity function ar assigning 
to every 0 EC a pair ar g = (h, .i) with h: Z-t Card (the class of cardinals) 
and j~l. A Z-algebra is then a pair A = (X, (Q)~) with XE I&t’1 and 
operations 
(TA : I-j xy + xi with ar g = (II, j). 
Let Alg(z) denote the category of Z-sorted algebras of type C and their 
homomorphisms (i.e., morphisms of a’ w&ich commute with the opera- 
tions). Ranked monadic categories over &t are then, up to categorical 
equivalence, exactly the full reflective subcategories of the categories 
Alg(,Y). In fact, instead of choosing arbitrary types C, it is sufficient to 
choose unary types, i.e., such types that if ar (T = (II, j) then Zz(i) E (1, 0} for 
all i. 
(4) The monadic category of compact Hausdorff spaces is not well- 
presentable. 
111.10. THEOREM. For every category .& the following are equivalent: 
(i) d is well-presentable, 
(ii) zl is total and has a dense generator, 
(iii) d is solid over &t and has a dense generutor, 
(iv) .& is equivalznt to a full reflective subcategory of a ranked 
monadic category over S& 
(v) d is equivalent to a ,fuN reflective subcategory of the category’ 
Alg(z) .for some unary type .Z, 
(vi) d is a fulI reflective subcategory of a locally presentable 
category, 
(vii) d is a full reflective subcategory of a Grothendieck topos. 
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P~ooJ: The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) follows from 111.5. 
(i) 3 (v) One has a full and faithful functor ~2 -+ 3~ J”p (cf. IBI.7:; 
which is an adjoint since-d is cocomplete. The obvious (restriction) 
functor Set”““P + Setg ( =&t) is monadic and preserves colimits. hence 
Set *’ is equivalent to a full reflective subcategory of Alg(Z) for some 
g-sorted unary type Z. 
(v) j (iv) is trivial. 
(iv) * (vi): Every ranked monadic category lover & is locally presen- 
table; see [S]. 
(vi) =S (vii): Every locally presentable category is equivaient to a fuBi 
reflective subcategory of the Grothendieck topos Set.“, .3 a small category; 
see 181. 
(vii)*(i) is trivial. 1 
IIH. lb. Remarks. (1) Compare (iv) of %IT.IO with the characterization 
of locally presentable sategories as those reflective subcategories of 
monadic categories of &t where both the monad and the reflector have 
rank; see [S]. Also compare (iv) with III.S(iv). 
(2) The question whether “well-presentable” is equivalent to “locahy 
presentable” turns out to be undecidable. To be more specific, recall that 
the statement that the category Gra of graphs (see ITS) has no large 
discrete full subcategory is known as VopPr;ka’s primipP(e. (An equivaient 
statement is that every class of models of a 1st order theory in which no 
elementary embedding exists is small.) 
Tt is known that: 
(a) Vopenka’s principle implies the existence of measurable car- 
dinals. and 
(b) the existence of huge cardinals implies that Voptnka’s principle 
is consistent; see [ 111. Thus, by (a), we may refute Vopenka’s principle. In 
our context, only the following equivalent formulation of ~o~~~ka’s prin- 
ciple is of interest; it follows directly from results obtained in [:4]: 
III. 12. THEOREM (Cf. [ 141). Assunring Vopinka’s priizciple, the Jb!hiig 
conditions on a category d are equiuaient: 
(i) d is well-presentable, 
(ii) d is locally presentable, 
(ii;) d is cocomplete and has a colimit-dense generato? 
dssunzing the negation of Vop&ka’s principle, there are veil-preseu;taht% 
categories which fail to be locally presentable. 
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Notes added in proo/’ (April 1990). (I) In 1.5, even a cocomplete category with the desired 
properties can be constructed, i.e., “connected” can be dropped in 1.5 and 1.6. The authors 
thank Reinhard BGrger for detecting an error in an earlier version of the proof of I.5 and for 
other helpful comments. (2) The authors discovered only recently that Example II.6 was 
constructed First by Jan Reiterman and communicated in a letter to the authors 10 years ago. 
Although the existence of this example was forgotten not only by the authors, but also by 
its original inventor, full credit for it belongs to him. (3) Without any additional set-theoretic 
assumptions, the first author recently found an example of a total category which satisfies 
IIL4(iii) but not (ii). 
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